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Motivic lwasawa Theory 

Peter Schneider 

Dedicated to K. Iwasawa 

The aim of this paper is to convince the reader that there is a general 
theory of p-adic L-functions for varieties over number fields which to a 
large extent parallels the theory of complex L-functions. We will develop 
a cohomological formalism which in some sense can be viewed as a 
theory of Iwasawa theoretic realizations of motives. From these realiza
tions we then construct the p-adic L-functions via Iwasawa's abstract 
notion of a characteristic power series for an Iwasawa module (in order 
to make this work we unfortunately need, in the moment, some restrictive 
assumptions on the variety). We will establish various basic properties of 
these L-functions the most important of which is that they have a functional 
equation. We also will begin to discuss some of their finer properties like 
the location and multiplicities of their zeros and poles. Since such a task 
requires a careful motivation and justification in each step we decide to 
expand the introduction into a paragraph of its own right giving here only 
the list of the contents: 

1. Motivation 
2. The two approaches 

(A) Greenberg's approach (B) The I'(n)-approach 
3. First results 
4. The rank conjecture in the ordinary case 
5. p-adic L-functions in the ordinary case 
6. The functional equation 
7. The comparison between the two approaches 
8. Zeros, values, and p-adic regulators 
9. Remarks on the nonordinary case 

The paper is divided into two parts. This first part covers the paragraphs 
1-5. 
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We actually will present two a priori rather different approaches to 
our problem. The first one is a reformulation of ideas due to R. 
Greenberg. Its advantage is that the known etale cohomological formal
ism over number rings like Euler-Poincare characteristics computations or 
duality theory can be applied directly. The second one is built upon 
Lichtenbaum's axiomatic theory of arithmetic cohomology. Therefore to 
a large extent it is hypothetical. But its advantage is that (at least con
jecturally) it is directly related to the basic arithmetic invariants of a 
variety like its higher K-theory. Furthermore it is quite likely, as we will 
see, that both approaches are closely related so that they represent com
plementary aspects of the same theory. 

What we call the p-adic L-function of a motive in this paper by its 
very construction will be only a class of functions defined up to multipli
cation by invertible functions. At least in the moment this ambiguity 
seems to be forced upon us by the nature. But it should be mentioned 
that there is another theory which associates true p-adic L-functions with 
certain automorphic representations by interpolating the values of the 
corresponding automorphic complex L-functions. Furthermore there is a 
p-adic version of Langlands' philosophy (usually called "main conjecture") 
which vaguely stated says that whenever an automorphic representation 
corresponds to a motive its automorphic p-adic L-function should be in 
the class of the p-adic L-function of the motive. It is this clear analogy 
to the theory of motivic and automorphic complex L-functions which we 
want to stress by calling motivic p-adic L-function what only is a class of 
functions. 

There are two remarks in order about our general conventions. 
First, cohomology always is etale or .e-adic cohomology. Second, we use 
the word "motive" as a fa9on de parler. What we have in mind are 
motives defined via algebraic correspondences. But the reader always 
can think of the symbol Hi(X)(n) which we are going to use throughout 
the paper (and which defines a motive only if one of Grothendieck's 
"standard conjectures" holds true) as being a notion for the family of 
the corresponding cohomological realizations. 

I am very grateful to R. Greenberg for explaining his ideas to me. 
There certainly will be overlap with his forthcoming work and insofar I 
do not claim any originality. I have profited very much from conversa
tions with S. Bloch, J.-M. Fontaine, S. Lichtenbaum, W. Messing, J. 
Stienstra, and K. Wingberg and I want to thank them heartily. Finally 
it should be mentioned that I learned a lot from exploring the paper [25] 
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by Colliot-Thelene/Raskind for the purposes of Iwasawa theory. 

This paper was written during a stay at the Mathematical Sciences 
Research Institute at Berkeley. I would like to express my gratitude for 
its support, its hospitality, and the creative atmosphere which I enjoyed 
very much. 

§ 1. Motivation 

A main source of motivation is the analogy to the situation over a 
global function field. So we start by describing very briefly the theory 
there: 

Let X 1k be a projective smooth geometrically connected variety over 
the algebraic function field in one variable k with field of constants Fq. 

The L-function of the motive 

M:=Hi(X) 

is given by the Euler product 

L(M,s) := TI det(l-«p; 1(Nx)-•;Hi(X,Q 8)1z)- 1 ; 

:cES 
closed 

here - X : =XX k (separable alg. closure of k), 
-S 1Fq is the projective smooth curve with function field k, 
-I,. is an inertia subgroup for x in the absolute Galois group of k, 
-«p,. is the arithmetic Frobenius over the residue class field of x, 
-Nx :=number of elements in the residue class field of x, and 
-£ is a prime number not dividing q. 

In order to make sense out of this definition we silently assume that the 
characteristic polynomials which appear in the above Euler product have 
coefficients in Q which are independent of the choice of f, (this is con
jectured always to be true and is known if X has good reduction at x). 
The basic fact about these L-functions is the following theorem of 
Grothendieck which provides a strong link between L(M, s) and the global 
arithmetic of M: The groups Hi(X, Q8)1z are the stalks of the sheaf 
g*Hi(X, Q,) on s.t and we have 

2 

( *) L(M, s)= TI det (1-«p- 1q"'"•; H•(S, g*Hi(¥, Q,)))c- 1i•+ 1 ; 

Ji=O 

here -g: Spec (k)~S is the canonical inclusion, 
-S :=SXFqFq, and 
-<P e Gal (Fq/Fq) is the arithmetic Frobenius. 
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Furthermore we know: 
a) L(M, s) has a functional equation with respect to s>-+i + l -s. 
b) (Deligne) If m e Z then 

{ 
0 m=_i_±_l 

L(M, m)= . .:;> •2 . 
l l 

oo m=-, -+1 
2 2 

(i odd) 

(i even). 

Now let X 1k be a projective smooth geometrically connected variety over 
a finite extension k/Q. The complex L-function of the motive 

is given by 

L=(M, s) := n det (l-cp; 1(N1:J)-·; Hi(X, QeYP)-1 

p 

where \:) now runs over the set of finite primes of k and where £, has to be 
chosen appropriately for each \:). This last fact already destroys any naive 
hope for something like (*). But Iwasawa, in case X =point (see [4] for a 
survey), and Mazur and Coates/Wiles, in case X=curve (see [14]), 
realized that one can turn (*) into a very interesting definition. Since, for 
X a point, there appear some technical subtleties let us first consider the 
curve case: 

Assume X to be a curve and the motive to be M = H1(X). We fix a 
prime number p::j=2 and a ZP-extension k=/k. Let o= be the ring of 
integers ink= and g: Spec (k=)-Spec (o=) be the canonical inclusion and 
put I':= Gal (k=/k). 

Key observation. If A : = Jae (X) denotes the Jacobian of X then we 
have the exact sequence of Galois modules ( or sheaves on ke,) 

So, instead of considering the o=-cohomology of the sheaf g*H1(X, 
QP/Zp(l)), which would be analogous to what one does in the function 
field case but which would be too naive here, we form the cohomology 
groups (g * is not exact!) 

of the complex of sheaves 
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Proposition. The Pontrjagin duals H•(o00 , Jlt'p(M(l)))* are finitely 
generated modules under the completed group ring Zp[[I']] and are = 0 for 
v>3. 

In order to get further we have to restrict attention to the 

cyclotomic ZP-extension k 00 / k. 

Here we expect a particular well-behavior of the above Zp[[I']]-modules 
(one way to express this is that H2(000 , Jlt'p(M(I))) should vanish); this 
would allow to associate with H 1(000 , Jlt'p(M(I)))* some kind of 

"characteristic" power series E CP[[T]] 
which is convergent on the open unit disk. 

In order to be more precise let us assume that p is such that A has good 
ordinary reduction at the primes of k above p. Then the expected "well
behavior" amounts to the fact that H1(000 , Jlt'p(M(l)))* is a ZP[[I']]-torsion 
module. According to Iwasawa's structure theory of such modules this 
gives sense to the definition 

Lp(M(l), s) :=pµ<···l.det(l-r- 1K(r)-s; H1(000 , Jlt'p(M(l)))*® QP); 
Zp 

here r is a fixed topological generator of I', JC: r-z; is the cyclotomic 
character, andµ(· · · )>O is a certain structural invariant of the module 
H 1(000 , Jlt'p(M(I))). We would call this the p-adic L-function of the motive 
M(l). 

Remarks. a) The definition of Lp(M(l), s) depends on the QP/ZP
cohomological realization of the variety X. Examples show that the 
number µ( · · ·) is not invariant with respect to isogenies. It is therefore 
an abuse of language to speak about the p-adic L-function of the motive 
M(l). 

b) If we choose a different topological generator r' of I' then 

Lp(M(l), s) w.r.t. r'=u(t.:(r')- 8 - l)-Lp(M(I), s) w.r.t. r 

with an appropriate unit power series u(T) E ZP[[T]Y. In particular, the 
p-adic absolute value of Lp(M(l), s) is independent of the choice of r. 

Let X again be arbitrary and M :=Hi(X). We see that the main 
problem in defining p-adic L-functions is to achieve the "extension" of 
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the Galois modules Hi(X, QP/Zp(n)), for n e Z, to complexes of sheaves 
(with I'-action) on Spec (000 ), 1. The analogy with the function field case 
suggests the following 

Principle. The "extension" of Hi(X, QP/Zp(n)) gives rise to the p-adic 
£-function Lp(M(i + 1-n), s) of the motive M(i + 1-n). 

§ 2. The two approaches 

I see two different approaches to this "extension" problem. The first 
one consists in a reformulation and generalization of ideas due to R. 
Greenberg. The second one is based on Lichtenbaum's axiomatic theory 
of arithmetic cohomology and therefore is hypothetical in the moment. 

(A) Greenberg's approach 

We begin with a simple but useful observation. Let F be any torsion 
sheaf on k,t and consider the complex of sheaves 

Its cohomology is H*(o 00 , Rg*F)=H*(k 00 , F) and therefore gives nothing 
new. So we need to modify this complex in order to make it more inter
esting. 

Lemma. The complex Rg *F is acyclic in degree > 2. 

Proof We have to show that Rig*F=O for i>2. But Rig*F, for 
i?:_ l, is a skyscraper sheaf and its stalk in a geometric point above a prime 
v of k 00 is isomorphic to Hi(kr:,:., F) where k1::,vfk00 , 0 is the maximal un
ramified extension of the completion k=,v of k 00 in v. It is well-known that 
the field k1::,v has cohomological dimension < 1. 

Therefore we have a canonical homomorphism (in the derived 
category) 

For any homomorphism of sheaves a: R 1g*F-+G we then define the 
modified complex r .Rg *F to be the mapping cone 
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For example, if a=O is the zero map, resp. a=id is the identity map, we 
get the two "extreme" cases r:0Rg*F-::::::.Rg*F, resp. r:idRg*F-::::::.g*F. For 
arbitrary a we have 

so that we can hope for something new. Since we also want a I'-action 
on our complex it is very natural to restrict attention to the following 
class of maps a. Suppose that, for each prime +> \p of k, there is given a 
subsheaf FP~F\kp of Frestricted to the Henselization (or completion) kP 
of kin 1:). If, for any finite prime v of k=, iv: v~Spec (o=) denotes the 
natural inclusion we have the obvious I'-equivariant homomorphism be
tween skyscraper sheaves 

a=a(F; Fp): R 1g*F=ffi i"*H1(k'::,v, F) 
V 

Remark. Let k=/k be the cyclotomic ZP-extension and let F be a p
primary torsion sheaf. For a= cx(F; FP) as above we have 

H 1(0=, r:.Rg*F) 

=ker (H 1(k=, F)--+(ffi H1(k=,v• F))ffi( ffi H 1(k'::.v, F/Fp))). 
v\p VIPIP 

Proof By the very definition of r:.Rg*F the group H 1(o=, r:.Rg*F) 
is the kernel of the map 

H 1(k=, F)--+(ffi H 0(Zv, H 1(k'::,v, F)))ffi( EB H 1(k'::,v, F/Fp)) 
v\p VIPIP 

where Zv : = Gal (k'::.vl k=,v). Since the residue class field of k 00 at any 
v1p is p-closed the pro-order of Zv is prime top which implies 

q.e.d. 

Greenberg originally defined his ZP[[I']]-modules in terms of the right 
hand side in the above remark. 

Remark. Over the ring of p-integers ink= the canonical map g*F-
1:.Rg*F, for any a=cx(F; FP) as above, is a quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof By definition ex is an isomorphism in the stalks above primes 
v not dividing p. 
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Now let us come back to our motive M=Hi(X). Of course, we put 

The choice of the FP is more subtle. For any j:) IP, let op, resp. tcp, denote 
the ring of integers, resp. its residue class field, in the completion kP of k 
in j:). We will assume from now on in this approach that 

all +> IP are ramified in k~ and that X has good reduction at all +> IP, 

and we fix a proper smooth model .%' P -spec ( op) of X1kp; let YP: = .%' P x tcp 

be the reduction of .%'P so that we have natural morphisms 
op 

If a bar indicates base extension to the algebraic or integral closure then 
the spectral sequence 

induces a Gal (kp/kp)-equivariant decreasing filtration 

If we set d : = dim X = dim YP then cohomological dimension arguments 
show that E~.J = 0 for i > d or j> d and consequently that 

Ff Ht(X z (n))-{Hi(Jl, Zp(n)) 
(p) ' p - 0 

Using Poincare duality 

we also get a decreasing filtration 

ifj<max(O, i-d), 
ifj>min(i, d). 

F;P>H*(X, Qp/Zp(n)) :=Ff/j1-'H 2a-*(X, Zp(d-n))l.. 

Again we have 

Ff Hi(X Q /Z (n))-{Hi(Jl, Qp/Zp(n)) 
(p) ' p p - 0 

We choose our FP now to be 

if j< max (O, i - d), 
if j>min (i, d). 
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What distinguishes this particular step in the filtration? If gr{Pl: = F{Pl/ F{Pj1 

is the associated graduation then S. Bloch conjectures that 

gr{PlHi(J{, QP/Zp(n)) is isogenous to the U+n-i-1)-th twist of the 
points of a certain connected p-divisible group over oP (provided the 
reduction YP is Hodge-Witt). 

This would mean for us that we "truncate all nonnegative twists". In 
case the reductions Yp, for 1J Ip, are ordinary H'(o=, raRg*F) with the 
above choice of F and FP is exactly the Zp[[I']]-module which Greenberg 
suggested to study; and he checked that, for M = H' (curve), it is the 
same as Mazur's Zp[[I']]-module which we described above. 

We will come back to a more detailed discussion of the complexes 
r.Rg*F. But first we want to present the other approach since each of 
them sheds interesting light on the other one. 

(B) The I'(n)-approach 

In [11] Lichtenbaum assumes the existence of complexes I'(n), for 
n> 0, of sheaves for the etale topology on any regular scheme which fulfill 
a number of fundamental axi,oms. The conclusions he then draws from 
these axioms show that the cohomology of the I'(n) may well be con
sidered as some kind of universal arithmetic cohomology theory. In the 
following I list only those axioms which are needed in this section: 

(LO) I'(O)=Z, I'(l)=Gm[ -1]. 
(Ll) The formation of I'(n) commutes with proetale base change. 

(Convention: By a proetale morphism S-+T we always mean a filtered 
projective limit of etale T-schemes of finite presentation Si-+T with affine 
transition morphisms.) 

(L2) For any m> 1 prime to all residue field characteristics of the 
respective scheme there exists a distinguished triangle 

Z/mZ(n) 

+1/ \ 
I'(n) m I'(n) . 

We will see that already these properties make the cohomology of the 
I'(n) well-suited to solve our "extension" problem. In [12] Lichtenbaum 
constructs a complex I'(2) which has the above properties (and also most 
of the not-listed ones) at least on regular schemes of finite type over a field. 
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Bloch in [2] gives candidates for all the I'(n) fulfilling some of the axioms; 
but, unfortunately, the property (L2) is not established for them. 

If we pass in the above distinguished triangle, with m=pP, to the 
cohomology and then to the direct, resp. projective, limit with respect to 
µ we get exact sequences 

and 

O~Hi(X', I'(n))®Qp/Z'{)~Ht(X, Qp/Zp(n)) 

~Hi+ 1(X, I'(n))(p)~O 

where we now (in contrary to Greenberg's approach) have to restrict at
tention to nonnegative n> 0. 

Proposition. For i-=/=-2n, the image of the natural map Hi(X', I'(n))-. 
fun Ht(X, I'(n))/pP is finite. 

Proof It suffices to prove the assertion for the composed map 

0: Ht(X, I'(n))~fun Hi(X', I'(n))/pP~Ht(X, Zp(n)). 

Because of property {Ll) we have 

Ht(X, I'(n))= fun Ht(X 1L> I'(n)). 
k£L£k 

L/k finite 

This implies that the image of 0 is contained in the part of Ht(X, Zp(n)) on 
which Gal (k/k) acts discretely. But, by standard arguments, one derives 
from Deligne's proof of the Weil conjectures that this part is finite for 
i-=/=-2n. 

Remark. The kernel of Ht(X, I'(n))-.fun Ht(X, I'(n))/pP is p
divisible. 

Proof Since it maps injectively to Ht(X, Zp(n)) the ZP-module 
fun Ht(X, I'(n))/pP is finitely generated; let p• be the order of its torsion 
subgroup. If now x is in the kernel of the map under consideration then, 
for any r>O, we find a Yr e Ht(X, I'(n)) such that x=pryr- In particular, 
we get x=p(p'yu 1) where p•y8+1 again lies in the kernel. 

Corollary. For i-=/=-2n, w~ have Hi(X', QP/Zp(n))=Hi+1(X, I'(n))(p). 

Proof As a consequence of the above facts we have, for i-=/=-2n, that 
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We now make use of the following rather trivial construction which 
(under appropriate assumptions) makes a sheaf "almost" p-divisible with
out changing its p-primary torsion. For an arbitrary sheaf F we consider 
the natural map 

and we define 

ilF :=,y-- 1 (torsion subsheaf of fun F/pPF). 

Lemma. lf p' · ilF~ ker ,y-for some s> 0 then the sequence 

is exact. 

Proof We only have to check the surjectivity of the map ilF-ilF 
®Z[l/p]. By exactly the same argument as in the above Remark one sees 
that ker ,y-is p-divisible which implies the surjectivity of ker t-ker ,J!-® 
Z[l/p]. But on the other hand we have (ilF/ker ,J!-)®Z[l/p]=O. 

Obviously we can apply this to the sheaf F=Hi+ 1(X, I'(n)) on k.t; 
furthermore, for i=:/=-2n, the above Corollary identifies its p-torsion. 

As a result we get the exact sequence 

( *) O~Hi(X, Qp/Zp(n))~iJHi+ 1(X, I'(n)) 

~J1Hi+ 1 (X, I'(n))®z[~]~o 

of sheaves on k.i where from now on we assume once and for all (in this 
approach) that 

itf:. 2n ! 

Remark. As a consequence of the above Proposition we even have 

ifi=t-2n-l. 

If Xis a curve and i=n= l then H 2(X, I'(l))=H 1(X, Gm)=Pic (X)(k) 
and therefore 

ilH 2(X, I'(l))=Jac (X)(k) 
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so that ( *) becomes precisely the exact sequence which we used in the 
construction of Mazur's ZP[[I']]-module. So the analogy would suggest 
to take the complex 

on Spec (o=)ei as solution to our "extension" problem. But as it is already 
clear from the first approach our "extension" should differ from the trivial 
extension g*Hi(J{, QP/Zp(n)) only in the primes above p. One soon realizes 
(take X=point and i=O, n= 1) that the above complex is still too "big" 
for that. But all we have to do is to perform the "LI-construction" a 
second time: Let o~ denote the ring of p-integers in k= and let g': 
Spec (k=)-+Spec (o~) be the canonical inclusion. 

Proposition. The sheaf F :=g~L1Ht+1(X, I'(n)) on Spec (o:).i fulfills, 
for i=fa2n, the assumption in the above Lemma. 

Proof We have exact sequences 

where kernel, resp. cokernel, of the first, resp. the second, map are anni
hilated by some power of p which is independent of µ. If we work 
modulo sheaves which are annihilated by a power of p we deduce from 
that an injection 

We want to show that the torsion subsheaf of the right hand side is anni
hilated by some p 8 • For that it suffices to look at the stalks of the right 
hand side in the sense of ZP-sheaves. So, if v is any finite prime of k= 
not dividing p we first pass to the stalk above v in the projective system 
{R1g~Hi(X, Z/pPZ(n))}µ??.t and then form the projective limit of those; the 
result is the group 

where Ivr:;;.Gal(K/k=) denotes an inertia subgroup for v. Because of v'!-p 
the group Iv is an extension of Zp(l) by a group of pro-order prime top. 
Therefore H1(Iv, Hi(J{, ZP(n))) is isomorphic to a subquotient of the 
finitely generated ZP-module Hi(J{, Zp). If X has good reduction at v, 
i.e., for the v above almost all primes of k, we even have, by the proper 
and smooth base change theorem, 
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H1(Jv, Hi(X, Zp(n)))=Hi(X, Zp(n-I))~Hi(.X, Zv)· 

We see that the torsion subgroups of these stalks have orders which are 
bounded independently of v. 

Corollary. For i-=/=2n, we have the exact sequence 

O~g~Hi(X, Qvf Zp(n))~ilg~iJHi+l(X, I'(n)) 

~Llg~iJHi+ 1(X, I'(n))®Z [~ ]~o. 
Remark. Assuming a certain standard conjecture about .e-adic re

presentations (see [5], p. 319) one can show that 

for n>~+I. 
2 

Now let a: Spec (o:)~Spec (000 ) be the canonical inclusion. We then 
view the complex 

of sheaves on Spec (000 )ei placed in degree O and 1 as solution to our 
"extension" problem for the motive M=Hi(X)(n) (always in case i=!=2n). 
For later use we explicitly state the obvious 

Remark. The canonical map g*Hi(X, QP/Zp(n))-+:!lt'p(M) is a quasi
isomorphism over Spec (o:)et· 

§ 3. First results 

Our ultimate aim, of course, is to understand the cohomology of 
these complexes we have constructed above. The Pontrjagin duals of their 
cohomology groups are, in a natural way, compact ZP[[I']]-modules. In 
order to get some ground for the further discussion our first task therefore 
is to show that these ZP[[I']]-modules are finitely generated and then to 
try to compute their ZP[[I']]-ranks. Put F :=Hi(X, QP/Zp(n)) and con
sider any a of the form a=a(F; Fv) where, for any +> \P, Fv is a given 
subsheaf of Fj kv. The complex 1: aRg *F is defined by the distinguished 
triangle 
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(we keep all our above notations) so that we have to analyze the associated 
long exact cohomology sequence 

__ ,,B•(ooo, 1:aRg*F)~H·(o'_,,, g~F)~ EB H•- 1(Zv, H 1(k'::.v, F/Fp))---+ 
vlPIP 

where Zv : = Gal (k'::,vl k 00 ,v). For simplicity and since we eventually would 
do so anyway we assume from now on that 

k 00 /k is the cyclotomic ZP-extension (p =;t:2) ! 

Proposition. H•(o'_,,, g~F)* is finitely generated over Zp for li=0, is 
finitely generated over ZP[[I']] for li= I and 2, and = 0 for li> 3. Further
more, we have 

rankzp[[I'JJ H1(o'.,,, g~F)* -rankzp[[I'JJ H 2(0'=, g~F)* 
=~dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)C-1ln-,_ 

Pl00 

Notation. For any infinite prime 1J I oo of k corresponding either to 
a real embedding e or to a pair (e, e) of complex conjugate embeddings of 
k into C define 

if 1J is real, 

if 1J is complex. 

On the singular cohomology H*(Xp(C), Q) then acts the "Frobenius" FP 
induced by the complex conjugation on Xp(C). We put 

H*(Xv(C), Q)± :=FP-eigenspace of eigenvalue ±1. 

Proof For li=0 the assertion is clear and for ll>3 it follows from 
the fact that the cohomologicalp-dimension of Spec (o'.,,),i is <2 (compare 
[16] § 3 Lemma 7). Now let o' be the ring of p-integers in k and let g;: 
Spec (k) ~ Spec ( o') be the canonical inclusion. By SGA 4 VII 5.11 
g~F is the inverse image of the sheaf g;.F on Spec (o')ei· The Hochschild
Serre spectral sequence for Spec (o'.,,) ~ Spec (o') then gives short exact 
sequences 

By the Nakayama lemma and the structure theory of ZP[[I']]-modules the 
other assertions of the proposition then are a consequence of the follow
ing lemma. 
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Lemma 1. i) The groups H"(o', gt.F) are of cofinite type over ZP; 
ii) .I;,;,:o (-1)"+ 1 corank H"(o', gt.F)= .I:vi= dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)C-IJn-i. 

As usual denote by ov, resp. kv, resp. 1Cv, the completion ( or Henselization) 
of o in some finite prime l:J, resp. its quotient field, resp. its residue class 
field. Let Us;Spec (o') be a nonempty open subset such that (gt.F) [ U is 
locally constant. 

Lemma 2. For j)'J-p the groups H~(ov, gt.F) are of cofinite type over 
Zp with 

.I; (-1)' corank H~(ov, gt.F)=O. 
v;>:O 

Proof By the local relative cohomology sequence it suffices to prove 
the analogous assertions separately for H"(ov, gt.F) and for H"(kv, F). 
Since ov is Henselian the first groups are of the type 

H"(ov, gt.F)=H"(ICv, Galois module of ZP-cofinite type). 

But for the groups on the right hand side our claim is obvious since ICv is 
a finite field. The assertion for the H"(kv, F) is a consequence of the 
theorem about the local Euler-Poincare characteristic (see [19] II-26 or [15] 
§ 2 Satz 1). 

From the relative cohomology sequence we see that we are reduced 
to prove the assertions of Lemma I for the groups H"(U, gt.F). Let G8 

be the Galois group of the maximal extension of k which is unramified 
in all finite primes in U. Since gt.Fis locally constant over u.t we have 

For the right hand groups the assertions then follow from Tate's theorem 
about global Euler-Poincare characteristics in the form 

.I; (-1)"+ 1 corank H"(G 8 , F)= .I; corank H 0(kv, F) 
v~O Pl 00 

With F: = Hom (Hi(X, ZP(n- l)), QP/Zp) and where kv denotes the com
pletion of k at lJ [ oo (compare [15] § 3 Satz 1 or [23] Proposition 12). 
But the comparison theorem for etale cohomology implies 

corank H 0(kv, F)=dim H 0(kv, Hi(X, QP(n- l)))=dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)'- 1Jn-,. 

q.e.d. 

Next we have to treat the local terms in our cohomology sequence. 
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Since here nothing depends on the particular Galois module structure of 
F/FP we do the computations in slightly greater generality: Let K/QP be 
a finite extension, K 00 /K be any Zp-extension with Galois group I' := 
Gal(K 00 / K), and M be a discrete Gal CK/ K)-module which is of cofinite 
type over ZP; furthermore, let Z : = Gal (K':: / K00 ) be the Galois group of 
the maximal unramified extension K':: of K 00 • 

Proposition. H·(Z, H 1(K'::, M))* is, for v=O, a finitely generated 
Zp[[I']]-module of rank equal to corank M-[K: Qp], and =Ofor v> 1. 

Proof Since the fields K 00 and K':: and the group Z all have co
homological p-dimension < 1 the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for 
the extension K7::/K00 has only three nonvanishing terms which fit into the 
exact sequence 

Thus the vanishing statement in our proposition is clear and since 
H 1(Z, H 0(K'::, M)) obviously is of cofinite type over ZP it remains to 
show that H 1(K00 , M)* is a finitely generated Zp[[I']]-module of the as
serted rank. Now, the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the exten
sion K 00 / K splits into the exact sequence 

and the identities 

H 0(K_, M)I' -- H 0(K, M) d H 1(K M) H 2(K M) _ an oo, r= , · 

So it finally comes down to the assertion that the groups H·(K, M) are of 
cofinite type over ZP with 

I; (-1)•+ 1 corank H•(K, M)=corank M-[K: Qp] . 
• ;;:o 

But this is easily derived from the theorem about the local Euler-Poincare 
characteristic (see [19] II-35 or [15] §2 Satz 1 or [23] p. 127). 

Later on we will also need the following technical fact the proof of which 
is left to the reader. 

Lemma. If M~M' is a surjection ofGal(K/K)-mddules then 

is a surjection, too. 
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Going back to our global situation we now have the following 

Corollary. EBvlPIP H•(Zv, H 1 (k":,,~v, Ff Fp))* is, for i; = 0, a finitely 
generated Zp[[I']]-module of rank equal to 

and =0for v> l. 

I: corank Ff FP · [kp: Qp], 
PIP 

If we combine these results we get a first basic information about the 
cohomology of our complexes. 

Theorem. H•(o=, 1:aRg*F)* is.finitely generated over ZP for J.1=0, is 
finitely generated over ZP[[I']]for i;= 1 and 2, and =0 for v>3. Further
more, we have 

rankZp[[I']]H1(0=, 1:aRg*F)*-rankZp[[I']]H2(0=, 1:aRg*F)* 

= I; dimHt(Xµ(C), Q)C-1l"- 1 - I; corankHt(X, QpfZp(n))fFp·[kp: QP]. 
Pl= PIP 

Next we have to investigate the coranks of the particular subsheaves 
FP we have chosen above. We assume that 

X has good reduction at all J:) IP 

and that we have fixed proper smooth models fl"p/op of X 1kp so that the 
filtrations FcPJ are defined. Then the FP are given by 

In order to simplify notation we put, for this particular a=a(F; Fp), 

p(Ht(X)(n)) :=rankzp[[I'JJH1(0=, 1:aRg*F)*-rankZp[[I'JJH2(0=, 1:aRg*F)*. 

We will see that these invariants are strongly tied up with the multiplicities 
of the complex L-function L=(Ht(X), s) at integer points. Of course, this 
can make sense only under the following hypothesis: 

L=(Ht(X), s) converges (and does not vanish) for Res>(if2)+1, 
(A) has analytic continuation and the conjectured functional equation 

with respect to s~i+ 1-s. 

(For the precise form of the functional equation see [21].) We put 
ord,=,.L=(H'(X),s) :=multiplicity of L=(Ht(X),s) at s=n where poles 
are counted negatively. First there is an easy "stable" case to consider. 
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Proposition. For n>min (i, dimX) (i.e., i+ 1-n<max (0, i-dimX)) 
we have 

p(Hi(X)(n))= -p(Ht(X)(i+ 1-n))= I; dim Ht(Xp(C), Q)<-1Jn-, 
Pl= 

and, provided (A) holds true, this number furthermore is equal to 

{
ord,=t+i-n L=(Hi(X), s) if n> ~ + 1, 

ords=t/z L=(Hi(X), s)-ords=(i/Zl +i L=(Hi(X), s) if n = i_ + I. 
2 

Proof For p(Hi(X) (n)), resp. p(Hi(X) (i + 1- n)), we are in the 
situation that FP=F, resp. FP=O, for all j) \p. The formula in the Theorem 
therefore specializes to 

p(Hi(X)(n))= I; dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)<-1Jn-,, 
Pl= 

resp. 

p(Hi(X)(i+ 1-n))= I: dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)<-l)i+I-n_ 
plo6 

But the right hand sides are equal since, for even i, the exponents are the 
same and, for odd i, the eigenspaces of FP have the same dimension. 
Finally, by an elementary computation with Hodge numbers one deduces 
from the functional equation for L=(Hi(X), s) that the asserted multi
plicities are equal to the above right hand sides (compare [18]). 

If we assume more about the reduction type of X at j) \P this result 
can be extended to all n. 

Proposition. If X has ordinary (good) reduction at all j) \ p then we 
have 

p(Hi(X)(n))= -p(Hi(X)(i+l-n)) 

and, provided (A) holds true, furthermore 

p(Hi(X)(n))= 

0 

for n E Z 

ifn>i_+l, 
2 

ifn=i_+l, 
2 

ifn=i+l_ 
2 
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Proof From the work of S: Bloch and K. Kato on the Hodge-Tate 
decomposition in [3] follows in particular the identity 

or equivalently, 

Using this, the fact that the formation of our filtration F<P> commutes with 
Tate twist, and the strong Lefschetz theorem for de Rham cohomology 
we compute 

corank F'.iFi+l-n_rank pa-i+nnta-i(X Z) 
/ (Pl - Zp (p) ' P 

= dim pa-i+n H2ifii(X) 

=dim FnHbR(X)=dim HbR(X)/pi+l-n. 

The above Theorem then specializes to 

p(Hi(X)(n))= I; (dim Ht(Xp(C), Q)C-tin-i -dim P HbR(Xp)), 
Pl00 

resp. 

p(Hi(X)(i+ l -n))= I: (dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)(-t)i-n -dim HbR(Xp)/P). 
ploo 

But we have 

-dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)(-l)i-n +dim HbR(Xp)/P 

=dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)(-l)Hn-i> _dim Hi(X,(C), Q)+dim HbR(Xp)/P 

=dim Hi(Xp(C), Q)(-l)fl-l-dim pnHbR(Xp). 

So the first equality is established and consequently the vanishing of 
p(Ht(X)((i+ 1)/2)), too. Since above we have expressed p(Hi(X)(n)) in 
terms of Hodge numbers it again is an elementary computation to identify 
it with the respective multiplicity of L 00 (Hi(X), s) (compare [181). q.e.d. 

In general, the nature of the numbers corank FP is very complicated. We 
only are able to discuss, based on the already mentioned conjecture of 
Bloch, the case where 

the reductions YP of X, for all .j.) \p, are Hodge-Witt in dimension i 

which we therefore are going to assume for the rest of this paragraph. 
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(The reader may use [8] as an excellent survey of the main notions and 
results in the theory of the de Rham-Witt complex.) In its precise form 
the conjecture then says (see [l]): 

gr{Pl H,,,(X, QP/Zp(n)) is isogeneous to the U+n-i-1)-th twist of 
( B) the points of a connected p-divisible group over oP whose covariant 

Dieudonne module is H4ar (Yp, WQi-1) J torsion. 

We recall that the slope spectral sequence 

Ef.J=Hiar (Yp, WQi)~H!:y{ (Yp/W) 

degenerates up to torsion and that the filtration F.H'trys (Yp/W) which it 
induces on the abutment, up to torsion, is the slope filtration 

here M 1 denotes, for any F-isocrystal M and any subset Ir:;;. Q, the maxi
mal sub-F-isocrystal of M with slopes in I. The conjecture (B) con
sequently implies 

corank F/F1:i1-n=dim (Hc,,,rys (Yp/W)®Q)[n,~>· 

Proposition. If (B) holds true then we have, for n e Z, 

p(H'(X)(n)) + p(H'(X)(i + I -n)) 

= ~ [kp: Qp]· dim (Hjrys (Yp/W)®Q)(n-1,n); 
PIP 

in particular, if i is odd then 

Proof By the same argument as in the previous proofs we have to 
show that 

corankF<Pl-corank F/Ft:i1-n=dim (Hjrys (Yp/W)®Q)<n-t,n)· 

Conjecture (B) implies that the left hand side is equal to 

If now 
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denotes the Euler factor atµ of the complex L-function L 00 (H'(X), s) then 
we know that the slopes of H/rys CYi,/ W)®Q counted with multiplicities 
are precisely the p-adic valuations vp(a- 1) where a runs through the roots 
of the integral polynomial P(T) counted with multiplicities and where up 
is normalized in such a way that vp(Nl))= I (see [13] Theorem 2.2 and [7] 
3.7.3). Since P(T) fulfills a functional equation with respect to r
(Nµ)-'T-1 we see that 

is a permutation of the set of slopes of H/rys (YP/W)®Q. Consequently 
we get 

#{-<<i+ l-'n}-#{-<>n}=#{-<>n-1}-#{-<>n} 

=#{n-1 <-<<n}=dim (H:rys (YP/W)®Q)cn-1,n>· q.e.d. 

In order to get a relation to the multiplicities of the complex L-function 
we need another hypothesis: 

The Hodge numbers hJ,t-J :=dim H'-l(X, Ql) of X are 
(H) equal to the abstract Hodge numbers of the F-crystals 

MP :=H:rys (Yp/W)/torsion, i.e., 

Mp/FMP~ EB [W(.tp)/p1 W(.tp)]"1·'-J 
j:?;0 

forµ jp. 

Proposition. If (A), (B), and (H) hold true then we have 

p(H'(X)(n))- I:; [kp: Qp] ,dim H~!J-n (Yp, WQn- 1)/(torsion+F) 
PIP 

jord,=i+I- n Loo(Hi(X), s) 

= ord,=t/2 Loo(Hi(X), s)-ord,=cti 2> +t Loo(H'(X), s) 

Proof By our Theorem and (B) we have 

ifn>__£_+I, 
2 

ifn=__£_+I. 
2 

p(Hi(X)(n))= I:; dimH'(Xp(C), Q)<-1>'•-•_ I:; dim (Mp®Q)[n,oodkP: Qp]. 
Pl 00 PIP 

On the other hand we already know that the respective multiplicities are 
equal to 

I:; dim Hi(Xp( C), Q)Hin-, - I:; dim Fn HiR(X) · [kp: QP]. 
Pl 00 PIP 

Therefore we have to compute 
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Since the slope spectral sequence degenerates up to torsion the second 
term equals 

I; rank Hf;! ( Yµ, W.Q1)/torsion. 
j';;:.n 

On the other hand, for Yµ Hodge-Witt in dimension i, the abstract Hodge 
numbers h{ of Mµ are given by 

ht =dim Hi·J(W.Qi)/(torsion+ V)+dim HH+ 1(W.QH)j(torsion+F) 

(use [8] (3.4.1), (6.2.4), and (6.2.6)). Because of the relation 

we get 

dim H*(W.Q")/(torsion+F)+dim H*(W.Q')/(torsion+ V) 

=rank H*(W.Q')/torsion 

I; rank H~;! (Yµ, W.Qi)/torsion 
j?.n 

= I:; ht-dim Hi+t-n(W.Qn-1)/(torsion+F). 
j?.n 

But (H) implies 

I; hf= dim PHJJR(X). 
j?.n 

So we have 

Remarks. 1) In all the situations we considered above the invariants 
p(Hi(X)(n)) turned out to be independent of the particular choice of the 
reductions Yv for +J IP- Later on, in connection with our I'(n)-approach, 
we will discuss the question whether even the ZP[[I']]-modules H*(o 00 , 

-r aRg*F) (for our distinguished a:) are independent of that choice. 
2) The numbers id! :=dim Hiar (Yv, W.Qi-i)/(torsion+F) appearing 

in the above Proposition have two other interesting interpretations. 
Firstly, they can be expressed in terms of the slopes 2 of the F-crystal 
H~rys ( Yvf W)/torsion, namely 

id!= I:; (2-i+j) 
,E[i-j,i-j+l) 

(see [8] 6.2.3). Secondly, if, according to the conjecture (B), 1(1;0 µ denotes 
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a p-divisible group whose covariant Dieudonne module is H~ar ( Yp, W.Qi-i) 
/torsion and whose points are isogeneous to gr{P)Ht(X, QP/Zp(i+ 1- j)) 
then 

id!= dimension of the p-divisible group dual to i@;0P. 

3) Kato ([26]) and Fontaine/Messing (unpublished) have a proof of 
the conjecture (B) in case kJQP is unramified and i<p. Fontaine/Messing 
also seem to have a formulation of a more general conjecture without the 
Hodge-Witt assumption. Hopefully this can be used for a computation 
of our invariants p(. · ·) in general. 

4) It seems not to be known whether the hypothesis (H) is fulfilled in 
general (always assuming the Yv are Hodge-Witt in dimension i) or not. 
In any case (H) holds true if X is an abelian variety or a surface or if the 
YP are Hodge-Witt in dimension i+ 1 (and i) and H~rys (YJW) and 
H~;;. (Yp/W) are torsionfree (see [8] 6.3). 

§ 4. The rank conjecture in the ordinary case 

In order to be able to define p-adic £-functions one first has to know 
the ranks of the individual Zp[[I']]-modules H•(o00 , 1:,,Rg*F)*. Absolutely 
fundamental for that is the following well-known conjecture of Iwasawa 
which we state in an appropriately reformulated way ( compare [17] § 3 
Lemma 8): 

(I) Spec (o:)ei has cohomological p-dimension < 1 (for any base field k). 

It is all we need in the "stable" case. 

Lemma. If (I) holds true then H 1(000 , .9-) is finite for any constructible 
p-torsion sheaf .'F on Spec (ooo)ei· 

Proof We proceed in several steps. 
Step 1. .'F =Z/pZ: If µP denotes the sheaf of p-th roots of unity 

then we get from (I) that 

Hi1at (ooo, µp)=H2(o:, µp)=O; 

the first identity is a special case of Lemma 3.5 in [16]. By Kummer 
theory, this vanishing result implies the divisibility of the p-primary part 
Pie (000 )(p) of the ideal class group of 0 00 • According to Iwasawa ([9] 
Theorem 11) the finitely generated Zp[[I']]-torsion modules Pie (000 )(p)* 
and H 1(000 , QP/Zv)* have the same µ-invariant which consequently has to 
be zero. This shows that 
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is finite. 
Step 2. ff is constant: This is an immediate consequence of Step 1. 
Step 3. ffl U=O for a nonempty open subset U of Spec(o®): Let 

h: Z-.Spec(o®) be the closed immersion of the complement Z := 
Spec (o®) \ U which is a finite set of closed points. We then have ff= 
h*h*ff and therefore H 1(o®, ff)=H 1(Z, h*ff). But from the fact that 
the residue class fields of o® are either p-closed or finite we easily conclude 
that H 1(Z, h* ff) is a finite direct sum of groups of the form H 1(1e, M) 
where ,c is a finite field of characteristic p and M is a finite p-torsion 
Galois module. Such groups obviously are finite. 

Step 4. If the assertion holds true for ff then also for any subsheaf 
of ff: This is a trivial consequence of the long exact cohomology 
sequence and the fact that the group of global sections of a constructible 
sheaf on Spec (o®)et it finite. 

Step 5. ff arbitrary: First we find a nonempty open subset f: U 
-.Spec (o~) such that/* ff is locally constant. Since the cokemel of the 
injective map of sheaves 

is of the type considered in Step 3 it suffices to prove the assertion for 
sheaves of the form /j2 with a constructible locally constant p-torsion 
sheaf 2 on Uet· There is a finite extension of k~ with ring of integers R 
and structure morphism ;r: Spec (R)-.Spec (o~) such that 

fj :=;r- 1(U)~U is etale and ;r*2 is constant on Uet· 

If j: 0-.Spec (R) denotes the corresponding open immersion we have an 
injective map of sheaves 

fj2~fi it'*n-* 2= n-*ii(;r* 2). 

By Step 4 we thus are reduced to show the assertion for ;r*j1(n-* 2). But 
the finiteness of ;r implies 

Simplifying notation again it therefore remains to consider a sheaf of the 
form/j2 with a constructible constant p-torsion sheaf 2 on u.t· This 
case finally is established by combining Step 2 and Step 4. q.e.d. 

At this point it is convenient to adjust our notation in the following 
way: M :=Ht(X) is our basic motive, n e Z is an integer, and 
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'§p(M(n)) :=r.Rg*Hi(X, Qp/Zp(n)) 

with a=a(Hi(X, QP/Zp(n)); F/J:::n) are the complexes Greenberg's ap
proach provides us with. 

Proposition. If (I) holds true then we have 
i) H 2(ooo, '§p(M(n)))=Ofor n>min (i, dimX); 

ii) H1(ooo, '§p(M(n)))* is .finitely generated over ZPfor n<max (0, i
dim X). 

Proof For n > min (i, dim X) we have F/J:::n = Hi(X, QP/ZP(n)) 
which implies '§P(M(n))=Ra*(g~Hi(X, QP/Zp(n))) and therefore 

H2(o=, '§p(M(n)))=H 2(o:, g~Hi(X, Qp/Zp(n)))=O. 

Let us now assume that n<max(O, i-dimX). This implies F/~:::n=O 
and therefore that '§p(M(n)) is quasi-isomorphic to g*Hi(X, QP/Zp(n)). 

Since kernel and cokernel of the multiplication by p on the sheaf 
g*Hi(X, QP/Zp(n)) certainly are constructible p-torsion sheaves it is easily 
derived from the above Lemma that the kernel of the multiplication by p 
on H 1(000 , g*Hi(X, QP/Zp(n))) is finite. 

We now want to propose a conjecture which will enable us to compute 
the lindividual ranks for arbitrary n. But at the moment we only will 
consider the case where 

X has ordinary good reduction at all +J \p 

which we assume from now on in this paragraph. The reason for this is 
that, as we will see, in the "nonordinary" case our two approaches seem 
to lead to different Zp[[I']]-modules. So any more general conjecture has 
to be postponed till the relation between the complexes '§ P and :If' P has 
been clarified. 

Conjecture. We have (for any base field k): 
a) Jfi is odd then H 2(000 , '§p(M((i+l)/2)))* is ZP[[I']]-torsion; 
b) if i is even then H 1(000 , '§p(M(i/2)))* and H 2(000 , '§p(M((i/2) + I)))* 

are Zp[[I']]-torsion. 

For i= I this Conjecture, as was explained at the beginning, comes 
down to Mazur's conjecture about the "well-behavior" of his ZP[[I']]
module. We also should remark that, presumably, the duality theory for 
H*(o 00 , • ) which does not exist yet will show that the two assertions in 
part b. of the Conjecture are equivalent. 
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Proposition. If the above Conjecture holds true then H•(o 00 , C§p(M(n)))* 
is Zv[[I']]-torsionfor v= I and n<i/2 and for v=2 and n>(i+ 1)/2. 

Proof Let {;v be a primitive p-th root of unity. Since the degree of 
k([;v)f k is prime to p an easy descent argument shows that it suffices to 
prove the assertion for the base field k(l;v). Therefore let us assume 
that {;v e k. But then the formation of the cohomology H*(o 00 , ·) com
mutes with Tate twist. By the results of the previous paragraph the long 
exact cohomology sequences consequently induce a commutative exact 
diagram 

where L.(.) : = H 0(Zv, H 1(k;;,:v, . )). From that we obviously get an 
injection 

and a surjection 

Since we have proved that p(H 1(X)((i + 1 )/2)) = 0 for odd i the assertion 
is immediate from these maps and our assumption. 

Corollary. If the above Conjecture holds true then we have 
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if i+ 1 
1 n=~-

2 

and, provided (A) holds true, 

i 
or -+1, 

2 
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1
ords=nLoo(M, s) if i i+l i 

z n=/=-2, ~2-, 2+1, 

- ords=n Loo(M, s)-ords=n+I Loo(M, s) 
\ 

§ 5. p-adic L-functions in the ordinary case 

if i 
1 n=-. 

2 

Let H be a finitely generated ZP[[I']]-torsion module. Iwasawa's 
structure theory of such modules tells us that 

H ® QP is of finite dimension over QP 
Zp 

and that there is a Zp[[I']]-homomorphism 

with finite kernel and cokernel; 

µ(H) :=I:µi 
i 

is called the µ-invariant of H. The characteristic polynomial of H then, 
by definition, is 

P(T; H) :=pµ<Hl.det(l-r-'T; H@ Qp) 
Zp 

where r is our fixed topological generator of I'. (Warning: In the liter
ature usually <let (-r)-P(T+l; H)=pµ<Hl.det(T-(7-1); H®zpQP) is 
called the characteristic polynomial of H.) We assume in this paragraph 
again that 

X has ordinary good reduction at all j:) \p. 

We say that the integer n e Z is p-critical for the motive M = Hi(X) if the 
modules 

H•(o 00 , ';9'p(M(i+l-n)))*, for v=l and 2, are ZP[[I']]-torsion. 

In this case we define the p-adic L-function of the motive M(n) (by abuse 
of language) to be 
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2 

Lp(M(n), s) := CT P(tc(r)-•; H•(o 00 , ~p(M(i+l-n)))*)'- 1i•+ 1 

11=0 

where tc: r-z; is the cyclotomic character. Since, in the moment, the 
nature of the µ-invariants 

µ(M(. )) : = µ(H 1(o,,,, ~ p(M(. )))*)- µ(H 2(o,,,, ~ /M(. )))*) 

is quite unclear it is convenient also to introduce the reduced p-adic L
functions 

Lp(M(n), s) :=Lp(M(n), s)-p-µ<M<H1-n>>. 

Remarks. 1) We will see later on that the reducedp-adic £-function 
most probably is independent of the particular choice of the reductions 
YP for j:I IP-

2) It was Greenberg's marvellous idea that the notion of being p
critical should coincide with Deligne's notion (in [5]) of being critical. We 
have seen in the previous paragraph that this is exactly what would follow 
from our rank conjecture. 

There are four major questions about these p-adic £-functions which 
we will at least begin to discuss in this paper: 

-dependence on the twist 
-location of poles and zeros 
-functional equation 
-p-adic regulators. 

The dependence on the twist 

Let t;P be a primitive p-th root of unity and put o : = [k(l;p): k]. 

Theorem. If m and n are p-critical for M with m= n mod o then we 
have 

Lp(M(m), s)=Lp(M(n), m-n+s). 

Proof The first assumption, in particular, says that p(M(i + 1-m)) 
=p(M(i+l-n)). By the formula which we have established for these 
invariants in our first Theorem this amounts to 

I: dim Ht(Xp(C), Q)<-1>'-"' 
Pl® 

-I: corankHi(X, QP/Zp(i+l-m))/F~> -[kp: QPl 
PIP 

= I: dimHi(Xp(C), Q)<-1>1-" 

Pl® 
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-1: corankHi(X, Qp/Zp(i+l-n))/Fi.vdkv: Qp]. 
PIP 

We claim that the left hand terms in this identity are equal. This is 
obvious by our second assumption if o is even. But if o is odd then the 
field k is totally imaginary so that we have 

for any ,p j oo. 

If m'?_n, say, the above identity therefore implies that 

Fi.v)Hi(X, Qp/Zp( · ))/F7'v)Hi(X, Qp/Zp(. )) is finite for ,p jp. 

The kernel C of the natural map 

EB Lv(Hi(X, Qp/Zp(i+ l-m))/F7'v))(m-n) 
VIPIP 

~ EB Lv(Hi(X, Qp/Zp(i+l-n))/Fi.v) 
VIPIP 

where Lv(. )=H 0(Zv, H 1(k!:v,.)) consequently is annihilated by some 
power of p. Note that the formation of Lv( · ),resp. of H*(o=,.), commutes 
with the (m-n)-th Tate twist since m=.n mod o. The long exact coho
mology sequences induce an exact sequence (compare the big diagram 
in the last paragraph) 

O~H 1(000 , <§ p(M(i + l -m)))(m -n)~H1(0 00 , <§ p(M(i + l -n)))~C 

~H 2(o=, <§ p(M(i + l -m)))(m -n)~H 2(000 , <§ p(M(i + l -n)))~O 

which translates into our assertion by the general fact that 

P(,c(r)-nT; H)=P(T; H(n)). 

Remark. This result suggests to extend the definition of the reduced 
p-adic L-function to any twist M(m) such that there is a n=.m mod o 
which is p-critical for M by 

Lp(M(m), s) :=Lp(M(n), m-n+s). 

In case there is an n which is p-critical for M 1kcc ) this procedure would even 
- p 

allow to define Lp(M(m), s) for any me Z. Note that, as a consequence 
of our rank conjecture, n = (i + 1 )/2, for odd i, always should be p-critical 
for M 1kCCp)· Since it seems artificial to make into a definition what should 
be a result we will not pursue this point of view. 

At this point it is quite illustrative to discuss the case X = Spec (k) 
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reformulating thereby Iwasawa's original definitions in our context: Let 
k be totally real and M :=H 0(Spec (k)). Denote by K, resp. L, the 
maximal unramified outside p, resp. unramified, abelian p-extension of 
k®(r.p) and put 

Since o is prime top we have canonical decompositions of Zp[[I']]-modules 

.,II= E8 e J.,/1 and f!l" = E8 e Jf!l" 
Jmoda jmoda 

where 

e k) : = maximal submodule of · on which Gal (k(r_p)/k) acts via the 
j-th power of the cyclotomic character. 

Our complexes are given by 

We consequently get 

Fact 1. H'(o (§ (M(n)))*= {(envlt)(-n) 
®' P (enf!l")(-n) 

Fact 2. a) H 2(0®, (§p(M(n)))=O for n>O; 

ifn>0, 
if n<O. 

if n>O, 

if n<O. 

b) for n<O, the Zp[[I']]-torsion submodule of H 2(o®, (§p(M(n)))* is 
Zp(l -n) if n-=-I mod o and 0 otherwise. 

Proof (sketch). We have 

ifn>O, 

ifn<0. 

It is well-known that H 2(o'o,,(r_p), QP/Zp)=O (compare [16] §3 Proof of 
Proposition 8 iii). On the other hand, by global duality and Kummer 
theory, we get 

where km runs through the finite intermediate layers of k®/k. But the 
Zp[[I']]-torsion submodule of the right hand side is known to be Zp(I) 
( compare [24] Theorem 8.17). 
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Fact 3. HD(o~, ~iM(n)))*= {ip(-n) if n:=Omodo, 
otherwise. 
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According to [9] Theorem 5 the module fl' is Zp[[I']]-torsion. 
Therefore our rank conjecture is fulfilled and we know that n e z is p
critical (for M) if and only if n is critical in the sense of Deligne if and 
only if n is positive and even or negative and odd. If we combine all these 
facts we get the following more explicit expression for the p-adic £
function: 

Lp(M(n), 1-n+s)= 

P(K(r)-•; e1-nfl') 
l-1,;(r)-l-• 

P(1,;(r)-•; e1-n.,lt) 

P(1,;(r)-•; e1-n.,lt) 
l-1,;(rt• 

if n>O even, 
n:;1'.:0modo, 

if n>O even, 
n=O modo, 

if n<O odd, 
n:;1'.: 1 modo, 

if n<O odd, 
n=l modo. 

The characteristic polynomials on the right hand side are exactly those 
which lwasawa suggested to view as p-adic £-functions of the field k. 
Furthermore, using Kummer theory, Iwasawa has proved (compare [4]) 
that, for even j, 

(e J.,//)(-1) is quasi-isomorphic to (e1_ Jfl')" 

where the dot indicates that the action of I' has been inverted. Because 
of the general identity 

P(T; H)=det(-rT)·P( ~ ; n) 
we easily deduce from that, for any p-critical n, the functional equation 

Lp(M(n), s):a:un · v~ -Lp(M(l-n), -s) 

with appropriate units Un, v,. e z;. 
Remark. This already indicates the general form of the functional 

equation. Let us call the motive M : = Ht(X)(n) p-critical if n is p-critical 
for Ht(X) and let M=H 2a-t(X)(d-'-n) with d=dim X denote the dual 
motive. Later on we will show: Mis p-critical if and only if M(l) is p
critical; in this case we have a functional equation 

Lp(M,s)=U·V' ·Lp(M(I), -s) 
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with appropriate units u, v e Z;. This is completely analogous to the 
conjectured functional equation for L=(M, s) (see [5] 1.2.3) besides the 
fact that there one always can write L=(.M(l), -s)=L=(M, 1-s) which 
we can do only if o= I. 

Remark. Accepting the artificial procedure in our previous Remark 
we can define the p-adic L-function of any Artin motive over k which can 
be written as a direct sum of twists of p-critical motives. (The Conjecture 
(I) says that in this context the relevant µ-invariants always vanish.) A 
typical example of such a motive is the following: Let K/k be a totally 
imaginary quadratic extension of the totally real field k and put M 0 : = 
H 0 (Spec (K)); then the restriction of scalars M of M 0 to k is of this type. 
In addition, it seems reasonable to put 

This would define the p-adic L-function Lp(H 0 (Spec (K)), s) for any CM
field K. Almost by construction these p-adic L-functions have factoriza
tions of the same form as those which in [6] are given for the automorphic 
p-adic L-functions of certain Hecke characters. 

The denominator 

We first discuss the polynomials P(T; H 0(o=, ';§p(M(n)))*) where 
M=Hi(X) and n e Z is arbitrary. (Here our results are valid without any 
assumption about the reductions of X at l:J Ip.) It is clear that the ZP
modules 

are finitely generated. 

Theorem. i) lf i is odd then H 0(k=, Hi(X, Qp/Zp(n))) is finite; 
ii) if i is even then there is,for an appropriate open subgroup I''r:;;.I', 

a quasi-isomorphism of I'' -modules 

Proof. We have to show that 

{ 
= 0 for odd i, resp. 

V :=H 0(k=, Hi(){, Qp(n))) ( ( . )) 
~ EB QP n -f , as I''-modules, for even i. 
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Faltings [(27)] has recently proved that H'(X, Qp(n)) and therefore also V 
have a Hodge-Tate decomposition at each p Jp. By a theorem of Tate 
(see [20] III-7 complemented by [22] p. 171) V consequently is a locally 
algebraic Galois representation. This means (compare [10] p. 127) that 
there is an algebraic homomorphism h: GmtQp--+GLv such that an appro
priate open subgroup I'' r;;;_ I' acts semisimply on V via h o IC (where IC, as 
always, denotes the cyclotomic character). By extending the base field 
we can assume without loss of generality that I''=I'. Let now p'f-p be 
any finite prime at which X has good reduction and let <pp e I' be the 
(arithmetic) Frobenius for p. Then the eigenvalues of <pp on Vare integral 
powers of 1C(<pp)-But Deligne's proof of the Weil conjecture implies that 
these eigenvalues have absolute value INpln-112• Since the <pp are dense 
in I' we see that the semisimple action of I' on V has to be via ICn- <•12> if 
i is even whereas V = 0 if i is odd. 

Corollary. i) If i is odd then P(T; H 0(o,,,, r;p(M(n)))*)= 1; 
ii) if i is even then the only possible zero of P(!C(r)-•; H 0(o,,,, 

r;p(M(n)))*) at an integer point occurs at s=n-(i/2). 

As part of our proof of the functional equation we will later on 
establish the following 

Fact. If n is p-critical for M=H'(X) then 

with an appropriate u e ZP and a :=corankH 0(o,,,, r;p(M(n))). 
The combination of these two results gives strong limitations to the 

possible poles of the p-adic £-functions. 

Proposition. If n is p-critical for M then we have: 
i) If i is odd then there is a polynomial P(T) e Qp[T] such that 

ii) if i is even then the only possible poles of Lp(M(n), s) at integer 
points occur at s=(i/2)-n and s=(i/2)+1-n. 

Let N*(X) denote the graded group of algebraic cycles on X modulo 
numerical equivalence. Tate's conjecture says that the cycle map induces 
an isomorphism 

-
(T) N*(X)@ QP~H2*(X, Qp{*))discrete 
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where the right hand side is that part of H 2*(X, Qp(*)) on which the 
absolute Galois group of k acts discretely. Let N*, resp. N'!, be the 
graded subgroup of cycle classes which contain a cycle defined over k(t;p), 
resp. k""(t;p). 

Proposition. Let ( be even and n be p-critical for M. If (T) holds true 
the multip/fcity of the_ pole of Lp(M(n), s) at s=(i/2)-n, resp. s=(i/2)+ 1 
-n, is <dime<ttzi-~(Nt 12@Qp), resp. <dime<tt 2i+i-nCNt12@QP). 

Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of (T) and the above 
Theorem that 

holds true for any m e z. By the nondegeneracy of the intersection pair
ing and by the hard Lefschetz theorem we have 

HomQ.P (e(i/2)-m(Nif,2 @ Qp), Qp)~em-(i/ 2i(Nif,2 @ Qp). 

We therefore get 

and, using the above Fact, 

with some u e ZP. The assertion is immediate from these formulas since 
the involved I'-actions are semisimple. 

In the assertion of the above Proposition the equality sign occurs if 
and only if P(,c(r)-•; H 1(0 00 , ~p(M(i+l-n)))*) does not vanish at s= 
(i/2)-n and s = (i/2) + 1-n. Unfortunately this vanishing can happen 
due to the so-called "trivial zero" phenomenon which we will discuss later 
on. In any case the above result shows a behavior of the p-adic L
functions which is very similar to the behavior which, by another con
jecture of Tate, one expects for 

a) the complex L-function L""(M(n), s): the only possible pole at 
an integer point occurs for even i at s= (i/2) + 1-n and its multiplicity is 
rank N 112(X) (there is a different kind of "trivial zero" phenomenon 
caused by the nature of the expected functional equation which allows to 
explain what happens at s=(i/2)-n); 

b) the L-function L(M(n), s) for a motive M=Hi(X) over a global 
function field: the only possible poles at integer points occur for even i 
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at s=(i/2)-n and s=(i/2)+ 1-n and both their multiplicities are equal 
to rank Nt 12(X). 
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